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Terminology

**Spectrum sharing:**
Independent radio systems (like military radars, broadcasters, cellular,…) or independent operators/users use the same spectrum in co-operation (regarding time, place, code and/or event)

**Flexible spectrum use:**
Devices are able to use spectrum in a flexible manner by adapting their operation to the current situation by e.g. sensing the environment or based on pre-defined regulatory policies that can vary in time, place, code and/or event
Example: Measurement at 1830-1850 MHz
Drivers and background

- More frequency bands will be needed for new high-bit-rate wireless services & devices
- Spectrum sharing and flexible spectrum use can facilitate the successful implementation of future systems especially for local and personal area wireless systems
  - Spectrum sharing rules and etiquettes are necessary for ensuring good user experience
  - Future devices need to have the means for flexible spectrum use
- UWB and 4G systems are typical examples of future high-bit-rate systems that are expected to operate, at least partly, in common bands.
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4G?
Current Status

- Advances in technology are creating the potential for radio systems to use spectrum more intensively and efficiently.
- There is currently an ongoing dialogue to change spectrum access paradigm from transmitter-based frequency management to more flexible spectrum access methods.
- So far the main advocates of flexible spectrum usage have been new companies trying to enter the market especially in the U.S.
- FCC is actively seeking comments and information to form basis for the new spectrum access paradigm:
  - NOI & NPRM on Interference Temperature concept released November 2003 (comments due by April 2004)
  - NPRM on Cognitive radio released December 2003 (comments due by May 2004)
  - Comments received from the industry related to interference temperature were mostly pessimistic. It is not clear how FCC will proceed with the matter.
Cognitive Radio

- On long term, the most disruptive spectrum sharing scheme is the Cognitive Radio
- The radio functionality for advanced flexible spectrum use is demanding, as it requires a considerable amount of intelligence from the transmitting device.
- Cognitive*) or smart radios could possess the required capabilities for flexible spectrum use

- sensing over wide frequency band
- identifying both other users of that band as well as the available transmission opportunities
- coordinating the actual use of the radio band by communicating with other devices
- conforming to spectrum pooling etiquettes to ensure that no harmful interference is caused to other users

*) term coined by Dr. Joseph Mitola III in year 1999
Cognitive Radio

- A cognitive radio is a software radio equipped with sensors and software that allow it to perceive the operating environment and learn from experience.

Internal model of hardware and software structure, knowledge of radio basics

Cognition cycle - learn about networks, locations, user preferences

Cellular standards and spectrum pooling etiquettes can be downloaded on the fly

Optimizing the use of radio resources by adjusting transmission parameters >> Flexible spectrum use!
Description:
- DARPA XG = Defense Advanced Research Agency NeXt Generation Communications Program
- Duration: 2001-2006
- Participants from a diverse range of organizations:
  - Agere, Cingular, BB&N, Cisco, CTIA, DARPA, EWA, Flarion, FCC, Alion, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, Mitre, Motorola, NSF, Nokia, Nortel, NTIA, Philips, Qualcomm, Samsung, TI, Vanu, Univ of Colorado, Verizon.

- Key objective:
  - To produce a set of advanced technologies for dynamic spectrum access, including
    - Spectrum measurement techniques
    - Policy based controls
    - Implementation

- Accomplishments so far:
  - First version of frequency sensor completed

- Status and future outlook:
  - Program originally initiated for military applications, but it is clear that commercial vendors are required to get wide acceptance for the technology and boost R&D
  - Concrete impacts to regulations not known
The FCC Interference Temperature Concept
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The FCC Interference Temperature Concept

Objectives:
• Method for secondary users to access licensed band independent of technology
• More efficient usage of spectrum since more devices can use the same band
• Fast spectrum access to new systems

Drawbacks:
• The increase in the background interference will affect existing systems: reduced capacity and smaller cell sizes
• Interference monitoring difficult to implement without the licensed system signal contribution - limits usability in underlay systems
• Practical problems in implementation of interference monitoring (hidden node problem, bandwidth vs. averaging time, receiver noise figure)

Status and future outlook
• FCC is driving the concept forward, but there is no published time schedule
• Majority of the comments received from relevant industries were challenging the basic concept because of the negative impact to mobile systems
• Some players may agree and develop their systems accordingly
Underlay Systems (UWB)

- UWB: standardization IEEE 802.15.3a, technology selection ongoing process but there are no globally agreed rules nor spectrum masks for UWB
- Research still required in co-location and interference to victim terminals
FSU based on load measurements and prediction

Concept description:
- Contiguous blocks of spectrum are allocated to participating systems based on load measurements and prediction. Both temporal (e.g. one hour resolution) and regional allocation of spectrum is possible. DSA gains could typically be 20-30%.

User perspective:
- Suitable for wide-area cellular and broadcast technologies.
- Fits well with “operator centric” business environment: operators could coordinate the spectrum usage between themselves (optimizes the amount of traffic that operators can support with their existing spectrum)
- Monetary issues are not considered, i.e. how DSA, dynamic spectrum allocation, would be done between competitors.

Possible impacts on the industry as a whole:
- The total spectrum usage may become more efficient allowing higher total capacity and larger market.
- System and terminal complexity would increase
Common Coordination Channel (CCC)

Concept Description:

• National / global band(s) for exclusive use by a physical CCC (or piggybacking a logical CCC on existing physical channels)

• Each radio device would access the CCC before transmitting and possibly tune the transmission frequency/timing accordingly

• CCC could be used either directly between radio devices in a local area or between a radio device and a central coordinator

• CCC would have globally agreed transmission format / signaling protocols
Semi-dynamic spectrum use ("Spot Market")

**Concept description:**
- Access/usage rights to a certain amount of spectrum (at certain location and time) could be bought or booked from a dealer or operator by a user/terminal or by operator.
- The dealer could be a government (office) or independent organisation. The operator could sell his extra spectrum. The spectrum could be dedicated or "pooled".

**User perspective:**
- Access to spectrum might become easier/faster, but there would usually be a price to pay. However, in competitive environment the cost could be optimized.
- It may be questioned whether a user wants to buy access to spectrum but actually the services. Another difficulty is that he does not know beforehand the amount of data or access time. Clear billing mechanism would be needed.
- The operators are a different case, they need certain amount of spectrum allowing a certain capacity, varying over the time in a predictable manner. Spot market may offer a possibility to sell extra capacity and to buy the required spectrum, but perhaps not with the required certainty.

**Possible impacts:**
- Total spectrum usage can be more efficient, higher capacity and larger market.
- The spectrum costs may stay on reasonable level if proper competition prevails.
- System and terminal complexity would increase.
**Semi-dynamic spectrum use: Spot Market**

**WHO SELLS?**
- GOVERNMENT AGENCY
- INDEPENDENT DEALER
- OPERATOR

**WHAT?**
- "EMPTY" SPECTRUM
  - Dedicated
  - Pooled (shared)
- "LEFTOVER" SPECTRUM

**WHO BUYS?**
- OPERATOR NEEDS CAPACITY OR ADDITIONAL CAPACITY
- A USER OR HIS TERMINAL BUYS

**PRICE or NO PRICE? HOW THE PRICE IS SET?**
- SPECIFIED BAND
- SPECIFIED LOCATION
- SPECIFIED TIME
  - years, months, weekday, hours of day, per session, etc.
Summary

- Spectrum sharing between different radio systems is expected to increase.
- On long term, the most disruptive sharing scheme could be Cognitive Radio (=ability of the radio device do sense and use available spectrum)
  - Is likely to be adopted on a global scale, but only in the next decade due to technology development and standardization / regulation lead times
  - Will have a major impact especially on terminal implementation.
- Many research activities and FSU concepts have emerged globally. Spectrum regulation is expected to change slowly.
- UWB is already happening, but there are no globally agreed rules nor spectrum masks for UWB.
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